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The four items, one received the Minister’s Award, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism, the JTA-SSFF & 

Asia Special feature and two Japan-Korea Corroborative Promotion pieces, are in wide use as tourism publicity tools by JTA.  

TOURISM HOKKAIDO “City” 

JTA-SSFF & Asia Special PresentationBest Short Award （Let’s Travel! Project）

Yosuke Yamaguchi, Hokkaido (Sapporo, Otaru) 

Korean student studying in Sapporo Shiu met a new-comer to Otaru 

Hirotomi on Tanuki Koji and ended up in going together on last bicycle 

trip of the former’s stay in Japan. Hirotomi grew to like her but she left 

Japan without leaving even an address. In a chance-crossing of their 

paths in Otaru reveals the poignant past. 

Naoko Tajima, Okinawa 

Cast: Shuji Kashiwabara, Rina Chinen 

Satoshi returns to Taketomi Island to take part in his grandmother's 

97th birthday "mandala" party, a special celebration that's unique to this 

island. Just as he arrives at her house, he learns that she has just passed 

away. The next day from his grandmother's diary, they discover  a long 

kept secret... 

Heaven’s Island 

Japan-Korea Tourism Promotion Project, Special Presentation 
Super Star 

Kentaro Ogiwara, Soul 

Cast: Atsuko Sakurai, Kim Eung-Soo 

Toshiko dreamed of meeting Korean star Juno-sama. In 

Korea, she ended up going to a fan event with a dead pan-faced 

Korean truck driver named Pak she happened to meet along the 

way, however, an unexpected development on the way…. 

Smile Bus 

Pak Sang-Jun, Kanagawa (Kamakura, Fujisawa, Enoshima)  

Cast: Pak Keon-Hyeong, Ryu Hyeon-Kyeong, Yoji Tanaka 

On one particular day Yoona suddenly bade farewell to Sung-ho with whom 

she lived three years and went to Japan and work around Kamakura, Fujisawa 

and Enoshima as a tourist guide for Korean tourists. Sung-ho followed her soon. 

A film that tells the story of Yoona’s inner struggles as Sung-ho begs her to 

come back to him in the background of Shonan beeches. 
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